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1. Course Description
As the follow-up to 'Administrative Law Ⅰ', the students will learn the basic principle of Central and
Local Government Administration.
In this course, the students will know many administrative lawsuits in the cases the local governments
make the illegal decisions and do damage to people.
How to free the people from unlawful deeds committed by governments is the main target of this
course. (Administrative Case Litigation Law, Administrative Appeal Law, State Redress Act)
The students will also study concrete examples of the administrative decisions through 'case study'.
(The professor also holds the title of honorary professor at the Local Autonomy College, Ministry of
Internal Affairs and Communications.)
The students can get the knowledge,accoplishment and attitude of DP(2・3）.

<Comment>
As the follow-up to 'Administrative Law Ⅰ', the students will learn the basic principle of Central and
Local Government Administration.
In this course, the students will know many administrative lawsuits in the cases the local governments
make the illegal decisions and do damage to people.
How to free the people from unlawful deeds committed by governments is the main target of this
course. (Administrative Case Litigation Law, Administrative Appeal Law, State Redress Act)
The students will also study concrete on examples of the administrative decisions through 'case study'.
(The professor also holds the title of honorary professor at the Local Autonomy College, Ministry of
Internal Affairs and Communications.)
The students can learn more about the knowledge, accomplishment and attitude in DP(2,3).

2. Course Objectives
Japan is presently on the course of fundamental reform, including at the local government level.
The professor teaching this course has had a a great deal of experience as a senior officer in both
central and local governments, such as a diplomat, deputy mayor, general administrative manager and
a pioneer of the "One village, one product" movement (a typical local development policy which has
spread throughout Japan). 
The professor is also an honorary research fellow of the University of Birmingham in England in the
field of Government Administration and Sociology.
The students will learn the basic principles of Administrative Law which is the fundamental rule for the
daily life. It is because the administration links closely to the citizen life in various fields such as welfare,
school education, fire defense, road/river management,and other social infrastructures.
So, the students can establish the feelings of belonging as the member of the society

<Comment>
Japan is moving into the course of fundamental reform, including at the local government level.
The professor teaching this course has had a great deal of experience as a senior officer in both
central and local governments, such as a diplomat, deputy mayor, general administrative manager and
a pioneer of the "One village, one product" movement (a typical local development policy which has
spread throughout Japan). 
The professor is also an honorary research fellow of the University of Birmingham in England in the
field of Government Administration and Sociology.
The students will learn the basic principles of Administrative Law which is the fundamental rule for the
daily life. It is because the administration links closely to the citizen life in various fields such as welfare,
school education, fire defense, road/river management, and other social infrastructures.
So, the students can establish the feelings of belonging as the member of the society

3. Grading Policy
Examination

<Comment>
訂正無し

4. Textbook and Reference
Textbook

" The real face of the local autonomy in the UK and Japan" Shigeru Naiki,Gyousei,
ISBN978-4-324-10126-1

<Comment>
訂正無し

5. Requirements(Assignments)



To read referencial materials and understand the technical words regard to each lectuer

<Comment>
Read the referential materials and understand the technical words with regards to each lecture.

6. Note

7. Schedule
[1] The system for allowing citizens to file complaints against adminstrative agencies

<Comment>
The system for allowing citizens to file complaints against administrative agencies

[2] Administrative Complaint Review Act

<Comment>
訂正無し

[3] The purpose and the fundamental structure of the Administrarive Complaint Review Act

<Comment>
The purpose and the fundamental structure of the Administrative Complaint Review Act

[4] Revision of Admistrative Complaint Review Act

<Comment>
Revision of Administrative Complaint Review Act

[5] Onbusman

<Comment>
Ombudsman

[6] Administrative Procedure Act

<Comment>
訂正無し

[7] Act on Access to Infomation Held by Administrative Organs

<Comment>
Act on Access to Information Held by Administrative Organs

[8] Administrative Case Litigation Act

<Comment>
訂正無し

[9] The extent by the court judgement

<Comment>
訂正無し

[10] Actions for the Judicial Review of the Administrative Dispositions

<Comment>
訂正無し

[11] Actions for the Revocation of Administrative Dispositions

<Comment>
訂正無し

[12] Stay of Execution

<Comment>
訂正無し

[13] Action for the declaration of nullity

<Comment>
訂正無し

[14] State Redress Act

<Comment>
訂正無し

[15] Indemnity

<Comment>
訂正無し


